If you are participating in the Corps of Cadets, a physician must complete this form within one year of the first day of FROG week for the semester in which you are entering. Please return this form to:

University of North Georgia  
Military Science Department  
82 College Circle  
Dahlonega, GA 30597

MEDICAL FITNESS STATEMENT  
FOR ENROLLMENT IN BASIC COURSE, SENIOR ROTC  
FOR USE OF THIS FORM, SEE AR 145-1; THE PROPOSENT AGENCY IS ODSCP ER

I have examined (First name - Middle Initial- Last Name)__________________________
and find no medical condition or physical impairment that precludes his participation in the basic course, Army ROTC, a program not more physically strenuous than a normal college physical education program.

SIGNATURE OF PHYSICIAN

DA FORM 3425-R, 1 SEP 68